Use this worksheet to plan your dystopia story.

**Dystopian World Ideas:**
* Electricity no longer works.
* Cloned dinosaurs.
* Aliens take over and keep us as pets.
* Memories are stored online and downloaded as needed; yours gets mixed up and you receive a secret government plan. They come after you.
* The ozone is gone. Sunshine is deadly.

Now you choose, or make up your own reason for the dystopia:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Describe your character:
Who is threatened by this type of world, or, who has the highest stakes (the most to lose)?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

What is a ‘normal’ day like for this character? Write a diary entry from them on a typical day which includes attempting to survive the dystopia world, and, their own personal problem:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Now go write your dystopia story!
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